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Antarctica’s Larsen B Ice Shelf is likely to break into hundreds of icebergs before the end of the
decade, according to a new NASA study
In just five years, Antarctica’s Larsen B ice shelf is likely to disintegrate completely.
This would cause the entire shelf to shatter into hundreds of icebergs, according to a
new United States National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) study in
California published in the journal Earth and Planetary Science Letters. This is worrying
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news for the planet since ice shelves, thick plates of ice fed by nearby floating glaciers,
act as important buffers helping to break the flow of glaciers moving towards the ocean.
Without ice shelves, glacial ice enters the ocean faster and accelerates the pace of
global sea level rise.
The Larsen B ice shelf reached headlines
in 2002 when its northern section on the
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eastern side of the Antarctic Peninsula
shattered, causing a plume of thousands of
icebergs to be set adrift into the Weddell
Sea. The Larsen B ice shelf existed for 10,000
years before it fell apart in 2002, and may
soon be gone completely.
Ice shelves are particularly sensitive to changes in ocean temperature, with seven
Peninsula shelves diminishing in size by about 13,500 km2 (5,200 mi2) since 1974.
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F E AT U R E A R T I C L E
melt for many years. Its Fifth
Assessment Report (AR5 2013)
focuses on the cryosphere as
one of its main themes. The
report concludes with “high
confidence” that over the last
two decades glaciers have
continued to shrink almost
worldwide, the Greenland
and Antarctic ice sheets
have been losing mass and
Diagram Source: Images from the CryoSat satellite showing ice loss along the
western coastline of Antarctica and Antarctic Peninsula taken in 2014

Arctic sea ice and Northern
Hemisphere spring snow cover
has continued to decrease

On the other side of the planet, University of

significantly. The report also shows multiple lines of

Cambridge researchers discovered that Greenland’s

data reflecting substantial Arctic warming since the

ice sheet is less stable and more sensitive to climate

mid-20th century, alongside meteorological data,

change than previously thought. It covers 1.7

aerial photos, and satellite images which indicate a

2

million km and contains
enough ice to raise sea
levels worldwide by seven
metres. The researchers say
that an increase in snow
lakes and deep layers of ice
at higher elevations portends
faster rates of melting that
could send water cascading

The cryosphere is components of the earth system that contain a substantial
fraction of water in a frozen state such as sea ice, snow, glaciers, lake/river ice , ice
sheets and frozen ground

into the ocean, pushing
global sea levels ever higher. Major destabilisation

continuing increase in permafrost thawing, which

of the Greenland ice sheet would have serious

leads to the release of methane.

consequences on global sea levels, and a massive
influx of fresh water could even slow down the Gulf
Stream.

2

In other areas of the planet, such as subarctic
Siberia and northern Canada, permafrost that
stores massive amounts of carbon is in decline.

Scientists point to the cryosphere, the planet’s

Nearly 25% of the Northern Hemisphere’s land

ice and snow regions, as a barometer of present

surface is covered in pernmanently frozen soil, or

climate change as well as a holder of information

permafrost, filled with crabon-rich plant debris and

about past and future climatic conditions. The

it is virtually certain that near-surface permafrost

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

extent at high northern latitudes will be reduced

has warned the public about glacial and ice sheet

as global mean surface temperature increases.
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F E AT U R E A R T I C L E
This is alarming since melting permafrost releases
carbon dioxide and methane, which are powerful
heat-trapping gases. In addition, permafrost is
structurally important, and its melting has caused
erosion, disappearance of lakes, landslides and
ground subsidence.

rise in the atmospheric concentration of CO2.
De-carbonisation is feasible, though not easy and
very complex, requiring detailed roadmaps as
technologies evolve. Essentially there are two key
steps. The first includes making buildings energy
efficient as buildings reduce their needs for heating,
cooling and energy-intensive
ventilation. The second involves
switching away from fossil fuels to
wind, solar, nuclear, hydroelectric,
geothermal, and other non-carbon
energy sources, or by capturing
and storing the CO2 produced by
fossil fuels, a process known as
Carbon Capture Storage (CCS).
A key challenge is the practical
large-scale implementation
of converting power stations,
infrastructure and building stocks
to low-carbon technologies, and
upgrading existing low-carbon
technologies in a way that does
not disrupt the energy-dependent
world economy and is affordable.
That said, the cost of inaction is far

Time is of the Essence
If greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise,
the world may go through the threshold beyond
which climate change becomes catastrophic

more expensive - the Stern Review
on the Economics of Climate Change, written by a
team of experts for the British Treasury, and other
studies, make clear that the benefits of strong, early
action considerably outweigh the costs of inaction.

and irreversible. That threshold is estimated as a
temperature rise of 2°C (3.6°F) above pre-industrial
levels, and on current emissions trajectories the
earth is heading towards a rise of about 5°C. This is
alarming since even small changes in temperature
mean big differences for the Earth. Present research
indicates that global emissions need to be halved
or cut by 80% by 2050 and emissions would need
to fall to zero later this century to stop any further
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2015 is a Key Year

(G7) is expected to acknowledge that in order
to hold global warming below the 2°C limit, the
world’s economies must end their dependence on
fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas). While such
a commitment would be encouraging in sending a
strong signal to developing countries ahead of the
Paris talks, the G7 does not include many of the
world’s largest CO2-emitting countries, including
China, India and Russia. Meanwhile, expectations
are less optimistic, with obstacles including
developing a legal form for the treaty, fairly
distributing emission reduction commitments and

Many have referred to 2015 as a ‘generational
opportunity’ – a seminal moment to build a
new international framework addressing interconnected global challenges of sustainable
development and climate change. Around the

generating pubic finance for adapting to climate
change. Clarity on legal aspects and signs of
convergence on contentious issues like ‘Common
but Differentiated Responsibility’ (CBDR) need to
be ironed out to ensure success in Paris.

world, a clarion call is coming from governments,

Finance, like

civil society, the religious sector and business to

everything, will be

urgently curb greenhouse gas emissions and adapt

the key deal breaker

to climate change. In Paris during November and

as it will impact

December 2015, all eyes will be on the signing of

investment decisions

a universal climate agreement that includes a range

on coal-based

of measures relating to reducing greenhouse gas

infrastructure, such

emissions, adapting to climate impacts, technology

as mines, railways,

and finance and a long-term goal to ensure that

ports and power

the global average temperature remains below 2°C

plants. In addition,

(3.6°F) above the pre-industrial levels.

how and by whom
this money will

Taking Action
The biggest emitters have already committed to
quantifiable, if inadequate, measures. The European
Union will cut its emissions by 40%, compared
with 1990 levels, by 2030. The United States will
cut its emissions by 26% to 28%, compared with
2005 levels, by 2025 and China has agreed that its
emissions will peak by 2030.

be raised remains
contentious. At Copenhagen in 2009 (COP15),
developed countries agreed to supply US$30bn of
“fast-start” financial assistance to poorer nations,
and they guaranteed that by 2020, financial flows
of at least US$100bn a year would be provided.
So far, the money has been slow in coming. A Paris
climate agreement is still possible, but finance will
be a major obstacle to a legally binding, fair and

In June 2015, the Group of 7 Industrial Powers

4

ambitious climate agreement.
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2 April 2013

17 April 2013

Tim Luard
The Great Escape from Hong Kong

Paul Rose
Diving the World: Eight Thousand Dives
in the Seven Seas

Well-known former BBCChina correspondent Tim
Luard illustrated the daring
1941 escape through
Japanese lines of one-legged
Chinese admiral Chan Chak.
Chak, along with his British
companions, who swam and sailed across Mirs Bay,
then endured a brutal 5-month journey through
occupied China to freedom. Mr Luard’s photos and
personal knowledge of their escape route made this
a fascinating lecture.

14 April 2013

Guided Tour
Field Trip:
Visit to Mai Po
Members joined
a guided tour of Mai Po marshes, home to an
internationally-significant number of migratory birds.

16 April 2013

Marc Progin
Mongolia: Nomads, Caravans, and
Migrations

World-renowned diver and Vice-President of the
Royal Geographical Society, Paul Rose, captured
the wonder and mystique of the world’s least
explored frontier: the ocean. His arctic excursions
and treacherous cave dives accorded him rare
adventures, including swimming with manta rays
and cooking eggs on underwater thermal vents. Mr
Rose provided stories from behind the scenes of
his BBC documentaries as he raised global ocean
issues, giving the audience a glimpse into another
world.

22 April 2013

Professor Arne Westad
The Restless Empire: China and the World
since 1750
Professor Arne Westad of the London School of
Economics examined the history of China and its
fluctuation between dominance and subjugation,
emulation and defiance. He argued that China’s
success ultimately hinges on its ability to engage
with potential international partners while
simultaneously
safeguarding its
own strength and
stability.

Photographer and traveller Marc Progin described
his journeys spanning 20,000 km across Mongolia
by bicycle, foot and animal caravans. His fine
photographs illuminated the striking beauty of this
severe land.
The Globe • 2014
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23 April 2013

6 May 2013

Richard Knocker
The Serengeti: De-mystifying the Great
Migration

Wang How Man
The Salween River of Burma: From Source
to Mouth
Wong How Man
described his latest
expedition, tracing
the entirety of the
gargantuan Salween
R i v e r. H i s t e a m
lost three members for several days in a violent
snowstorm on a Tibetan glacier, but persevered to
follow the Salween to the Andaman Sea.

Celebrity safari guide Richard Knocker delivered an
exciting account of the great Serengeti wildebeest

11 May 2013

migration. One and a half million wildebeest travel

first-hand experience to explain the wildebeest’s

David Brian
Field Trip to
Tung Ping Chau

integral role in the ecosystem, influencing the

David Brian, an

nomadic Maasai tribesmen whose cattle-raising

expert on Tung Ping Chau, led a field trip to Hong

techniques mirror wildebeest grazing patterns.

Kong’s most remote island, which lies just outside

1,000km annually, drawn by instincts related to the
volcanic origins of the region. He used his wit and

29 April 2013

Jonathan Hawkins
Kayaking Venezuela

Guangdong Province. Tung Ping Chau is made
entirely of sedimentary rock with beautiful and
unusual rock formations.

13 May 2013

William Dalrymple
Return of a King: The Battle for
Afghanistan
Historian William Dalrymple used his best-selling
Return of a King to re-tell the story of the British
E m p i r e ’s i l l - f a t e d
1839 invasion of
Afghanistan. His
Adventurer Jonathan Hawkins recounted the story
of his daring British Kayak Expedition in Venezuela
along the Orinoco River, where he braved
white water rapids in the unexplored wilderness
and fought to survive steep waterfalls, raging
thunderstorms and irate monkeys.

6

insight into key
historical figures
illuminated the
shocking defeat of the world’s greatest army
at the hands of insurgent tribesmen, perhaps
foreshadowing future occupations.
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14 May 2013

28 May 2013

Geoff Hill
Motorbiking the World: The Round-theWorld Centenary Expedition

Jonathan Solomon
Hong Kong: A City Without Ground

Adventurer and
columnist Geoffrey Hill
retraced the legendary
world-wide motorcycle
journey of Carl Clancy
100 years before.
Having started in the
UK, Mr Hill interrupted
his voyage in Hong

Jonathan Solomon argued that Hong Kong’s

Kong to recount his many daring adventures along

lack of physical ground developed a distinctive

his epic route.

culture with perceptions of space and distance
characterised by transportation and public
centres rather than traditional distance. These

20 May 2013

Leo Houlding
The Great Mountains: From Venezuela to
Antarctica
Expert mountaineer
Leo

Houlding

d e s c rib e d h is b o l d
climb of the sacred
Ve n e z u e l a n M o u n t
Autana, before which he needed to receive the

are comprised of networks and microclimates of
sound, temperature, and humidity, which led to
a new urban spatial hierarchy entirely unique to
Hong Kong.

30 May 2013

Simon Cockerell
North Korea: New Developments Beyond
the DMZ

local shaman’s blessing in a hallucinogenic ritual.
He then scaled Antarctica’s notorious Wolf’s Tooth,
known as “the last great climb”.

21 May 2013

Professor Derek Siveter
The Fossils of Chengjiang: the World’s
Window on Early Animal Life
P r o f e s s o r D e r e k S ive t e r
presented beautiful fossils
from Chengjiang, Yunnan
Province. Marvels such as
these serve as compelling
evidence for the “Cambrian
Explosion” event, which is thought to have generated

Simon Cockerell used his first-hand knowledge
from over 120 trips to North Korea to explain how
the enigmatic country is undergoing social change,
spurred by a growing middle class and new youth
culture. He portrayed a North Korea with more
depth than a simple political monolith, exploring
the smaller issues affecting ordinary citizens
in addition to the macro-issues making global
headlines. Mr Cockerell built from his observations
to consider possibilities for the nation’s uncertain
future.

much of the global biodiversity that we enjoy today.
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3 June 2013

6 June 2013

Cameron Dueck
The New Northwest Passage
Cameron Dueck, journalist, filmmaker and

Paul Sochaczewski
The Search for “Wallace’s Line”: The Heroic
Journey of Alfred Wallace in Southeast Asia

adventurer, described his epic 2009 Arctic

Famous author, speaker

circumvention of Canada in search of new trade

and conservationist Paul

routes. Alongside the inherent dangers there

Sochaczewski recounted

were rich cultures to explore, including the now-

the remarkable travels of

endangered Inuit, whose very existence is linked

naturalist Alfred Wallace

to climate change. Stunning photos and a video

across the uncharted

illustrated the reality of Arctic navigation.

territories of Southeast
Asia. Wallace, recognized as the co-discoverer of
natural selection alongside Darwin, captured and
chronicled 125,660 creatures along his journey,
finally locating and naming the renowned Wallace
Line dividing the Asian and Australasian ecozones.

13 June 2013

4 June 2013

Edwin Lee, Editor; Cameron Dueck,
Expedition Leader
Film Screening of Northwest Passage

Peter Hibber t,
OBE
The Peace Hotel:
The Belle of the
Bund
Prominent historian Peter Hibbert explained the

Cameron Dueck and Edwin Lee presented their

significance of the Peace Hotel, Shanghai’s first

new documentary about Mr Dueck’s recent

modern luxury hotel. He described its visionary

expedition. Climate

nature through personal stories from both the

change has opened the

hotel’s guests and himself.

once impassable route,
but its hostile waters still
pose great challenges, as
the magnetic North Pole
diverts compasses and
satellite maps are sparse.

14 June 2013

Dr Joyce Poole
Elephant
Voices: 30
Years with the Giants of the Bush
The “Jane Goodall of elephants”, Dr Joyce Poole,
explained how her 30 years of living around
these gargantuan mammals has allowed her to
make ground-breaking discoveries about elephant
communication and behavioural patterns.

8
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Everest Diamond
Jubilee Gala Dinner
18 June 2013

with Stephen Venables
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong
was delighted and honoured to welcome
Stephen Venables, one of the world’s greatest
mountaineers, to be the Guest of Honour at the
Society’s Gala Dinner for the Diamond Jubilee
of the first ascent of Mount Everest, which was
led and funded by the Royal Geographical
Society. Mr Venables’s impressive climbing career includes his remarkable
ascent of Mt Everest in 1988, when he reached the summit alone, without the
use of oxygen, having pioneered a new route up the gigantic Kangshung Face
from Tibet, of which 2013 was the Silver Jubilee.
In his talk, Mr Venables recounted the Royal Geographical Society’s decisive
attempt to summit Mount Everest in 1953. Following a series of failed
attempts by several nations, the
RGS gathered the most modern
equipment available and employed
RGS Fellow Colonel Sir John Hunt
to lead the expedition. Sir John
proved to be both technically
s k i l l e d a n d a s u p e r b l e a d e r.
Following a siege-like expedition
involving a team of over 200 men,
at 11:30 am on 29 May 1953 two of the expedition’s climbers, Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay, reached the
summit. Captain James Morris (now Jan Morris), who was waiting at 26,000 feet, famously managed to get the news
of the expedition’s success to London on the morning of Queen Elizabeth II's coronation on 2 June 1953, to universal
celebration in Britain and the Commonwealth.
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20 June 2013

18 July 2013

Vanessa Collingridge
Captain Cook - the Story of History’s
Greatest Explorer

Todd Miller, Simon Southgate,
Andrew Strachan
Members’ Evening: The Extremes of Sport

Fa m e d h i s t o r i a n ,

Todd Miller recounted his cycling excursions across

broadcaster and

America and Europe, building towards his ultimate

speaker Dr Vanessa

goal of circumnavigating the planet on his bicycle.

Collingridge told

He described many obstacles including mountains,

the tale of Captain

elusive paths and

James Cook, widely

militarized borders.

considered the greatest explorer in history. She

Simon Southgate

recounted his adventures that led him to discover

reflected upon his

Australia, Antarctica, thousands of species of plant

successful “4 Deserts

life and more of the earth’s surface than anyone

Challenge” involving

before him.

The Sahara Race, Gobi March, Atacama Crossing
and “The Last Desert:

12 July 2013

Antarctica”. Andrew

Member’s Event
Annual RGS Quiz

Strachan explained the

Members put their

impressive coordination between China and Taiwan,

geographical knowledge to the test at RGS-HK’s

to complete a feat of exploration and endurance.

significance of his Silk
Road footrace, a rare and

ever popular annual quiz evening.

17 July 2013

Andrew Rattray
The Zulu Wars: The Battle of Isandlwana

19, 20 July 2013

Erica Jong, Dr Jung Chang and William
Shawcross
How and What and Why do Writers Write
Royal Geographical Society Patron Sir David Tang
hosted a panel of prominent authors, including
Erica Jong, an American Novelist and Poet, Dr
Jung Chang, Author of Wild Swans, and William
Shawcross, CVO, a British Broadcaster and Author.
Each of these celebrated writers answered a host of
questions about their work and inspiration, shedding
light on the factors driving their success.

Andrew Rattray, from South Africa, described
the decisive Zulu victory over the British at the
Battle of Isandlwana in 1879. Following this
overwhelming defeat, a mere 100 British soldiers
defeated a 4,000-strong Zulu attack at Rorke’s Drift.
Mr Rattray suggested that this conflict contributed
to the lasting respect between the two nations.
10
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23 July 2013

22 August 2013

Stephen King
When the Money Runs Out: The End of
Western Affluence

Rasmus Ankersen
The Gold Mine Effect: the Essence of
Sport

Stephen King, well-known economist and writer,

Rasmus Ankerson, ex-footballer, motivational

addressed the future of Western economics,

speaker, author and athletic advisor, investigated

putting forward the theory that affluence is likely

the so-called “Gold

to decline sharply. He offered a sobering forecast

Mine Effect”, in

expecting economic stagnation, undermining

which certain specific

welfare systems built

clubs or locations

upon the expectation

produce most of the

of continuing

world’s best athletes

prosperity and a

in a certain sport. He

perpetually rising

visited and trained

standard of living.

in these elite places,

Mr King predicted

f r o m K o r e a ’s t o p

which government promises would be broken and

female golf club,

who would bear the brunt of the coming hardships

responsible for 137 of

in the difficult economic times the Western world

the world’s 500 top

might soon experience.

female golfers, to a rural Ethiopian village in which
many of the best marathoners reside. Mr Ankerson

29 July 2013

explained his attempt to crack the code of these

Daniel Groshong
Haiti: Restoring Paradise

“gold mines”.

Distinguished photographer Daniel Groshong

Guided Tour of The Gloria

examined the tragedy of Haitian environmental

27 August 2013

degradation. He used breath-taking photographs to
illustrate what remains of this former paradise and
what does not. Mr Groshong compared Haiti to the
more economically successful and environmentally
prosperous Dominican Republic, which shares the
same island, and suggested reviving the tourism
industry to protect the environmental treasures of
Haiti and stimulate its economy.

Members enjoyed a guided tour of the ARC Gloria,
the Flagship of the Columbian navy. This threemasted barque serves primarily as a training ship,
and has sailed to nearly every maritime nation in
the world. At 212 feet long, the Gloria is one of the
world’s most beautiful sailing ships.
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Schools Outreach
Programme

The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong runs a Schools
Outreach Programme, through which it hosts educational
events at schools throughout Hong Kong. During the
academic year 2013-2014, RGS-HK held 25 events reaching
some 5,000 children, allowing students to benefit from the
speakers in the Society’s main programme. During the year,
the Schools Outreach Programme reached a broad range of
students with speakers ranging from distinguished academic
geographers to explorers, adventurers to photographers, and
climbers to activists. These speakers engaged pupils with
fascinating stories about their captivating experiences.

Schools Participating:

12

Canadian International School

Chinese International School

City University of Hong Kong

Diocesan Boy’s School

Discovery College

Elsa High School

German Swiss International School

Harrow International School

Island School

Kellett School

Kennedy School

King George V School

Kowloon Junior School

Maryknoll Fathers’ School

Renaissance College

Sha Tin College

Shatin Methodist College

South Island School

St. Paul’s Co-educational College

Victoria Shanghai Academy
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Gala Launch

The Guest of Honour, His Royal Highness Prince Andrew,
Duke of York
RGS-HK’s Schools Outreach Programme Gala Launch taking place
in the Grand Salon of the China Club

Prince Andrew addresses the guests of RGS-HK

RGS-HK Director Rupert McCowan presents Prince Andrew
with The Ends of the Earth

HM Consul General, Ms. Caroline Wilson, proposes a toast
Prince Andrew converses with students

The Globe • 2014
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11 September 2013

21 September 2013

Matthew Friedman
Human Trafficking in Asia: Slavery in our
Day and Age

Dr Jason Ali
NE New Territories – Boat Trip

Matthew Friedman,
former Regional
Project Manager of
the United Nations
Inter-Agency
Project on Human
Trafficking (UNIAP), detailed the extent of the Asian
human trafficking problem and suggested several
solutions, including a united effort by governments,
private sector producers and consumers to combat

Geologist Dr Jason Ali led a trip beginning along

this issue.

the Tolo Channel, a flooded river valley that

12 September 2013

Debra Tan
Dangerous Waters: China’s Water Crisis

follows a major northeasterly fault line. Members
stopped at nearby island Lai Chi Chong to examine
sedimentary and volcanic rocks, later visiting Chek
Chau and Bluff Head to see the oldest rocks in
Hong Kong. This scenic trip concluded at Double
Island, near Governor’s Beach.

24 September 2013

Colin Bell
Great Plains of Africa
Colin

Bell

recounted his 35
years of leading
Debra Tan, Director of the China Water Risk nonprofit initiative, explained the dire situation of
China’s national water shortage. With 45% of
China's GDP generated in provinces with scarce
water resources, the Chinese government is starting
to take action. Ms Tan voiced her concerns that
with 97% of China’s electricity requiring water,
a crisis may be unavoidable. She also addressed
the lack of water treaties governing major rivers
bordering other countries, including the Indus and
the Brahmaputra. As a consequence, geopolitical
tensions may soon therefore accompany water

and managing
African safaris,
resulting in many
poignant and
amusing stories.
He elaborated on
the unsustainable
growth of Africa’s
population and the unparalleled extraction of its
natural resources. His “Green Safari Model” may
provide a new paradigm for sustainable tourism
that could preserve Africa’s elaborate ecosystems.

shortages.

14
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26 September 2013

8 October 2013

Rob Lilwall
Walking Home from Mongolia

Timothy Beardson
The Stumbling Giant: The Threats to
China’s Future

Explorer Rob
Lilwall hiked

Ti m o t hy B e a r d s o n

5,000 km from

spoke about his book,

Mongolia to

Stumbling Giant, to

Hong Kong on

explain the significant

a daring six-

h u r d l e s t o C h i n a ’s

month journey.

anticipated economic

He traversed the Gobi Desert, breached the Great

dominance. He cited a

Wall and swam in the frozen Yellow River on his

diminishing labour force,

epic walk. Mr Lilwall

environmental problems,

encountered and

increasing labour costs

overcame unexpected

and rising currency values as detriments to the

dangers along the way,

future of China’s current policies. Mr Beardson

from gun-wielding

asserted that without serious reform of the banking

truck drivers to

system and capital markets, the future of China’s

sleeping in goat tunnels.

economy could face substantial impediments.

7 October 2013

10 October 2013

A Visit to the Hong Kong Observatory

Jeff Fuchs
The Ladakh Himalaya: Retracing the
Ancient Trade Route of Wind and Wool

On the centenary of the Hong Kong Observatory’s
receipt of its royal warrant for its pioneering
research on typhoon prediction, guests viewed
the Observatory’s advanced equipment. They
were shown how these instruments recorded and
predicted weather and why they are crucial to a
port city such as Hong Kong. A short talk on the
observatory’s work on a daily basis as well as during
extreme weather events explained the station’s
purpose and function.

In 2013, explorer and author Jeff Fuchs retraced
the dangerous Route of Wind and Wool. He was
the first European to retrace this ancient Himalayan
path, known for its difficult terrain and hostile
climate. He travelled on foot with a mule team,
mirroring the journeys of adventurous traders
centuries ago.
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16 October 2013

21 October 2013

Trent Grimsey
Swimming the Oceans

Nick Chrimes
Eight Centuries of Cambridge: From the
Northern Renaissance to the Nobel Prize

Record-holding
open

water

s w i m m e r Tr e n t
Grimsey told
of some of his
swims around the
world, including
the “Tiburon Mile” in San Francisco, “King of the
Sea” in Brazil, winning the open water World
Cup in the United Arab Emirates and the World
Championships in Rome, Italy. Trent Grimsey also
recounted the story of his epic English Channel
Swim, the longest-running open water competition

Nick Chrimes, scholar and expert on the University

at over 130 years, of which he holds the World

of Cambridge, detailed the rich history of the second

Record of 6 hours 55 minutes.

oldest university in the English-speaking world. He

17 October 2013

Timothy Beardson
The Stumbling Giant: The Threats to
China’s Future

traced the university’s humble beginnings from a
group of students expelled from Oxford, and followed
its history until the modern age. Now it stands as one
of the most prestigious academic institutions in the
world, expanding from solely the arts to the pinnacle
of scientific discovery.

29 October 2013

Dr Jung Chang (in conversation with James
Riley)
From Wild Swans to the Empress Dowager
Cixi
Best-selling author Dr
Ju n g C h a n g r e v i e w e d
Timothy Beardson repeated his fascinating lecture
by popular demand. According to his assessment,
China is unlikely to overtake the United States’
economy this century unless it engages in drastic
reform. Mr Beardson recommended a shift in
government money to private sectors rather than
public, where China’s growth is actually taking
place.

two of her celebrated
books: Wild Swans, a
family autobiography,
and Empress Dowager
Cixi, the story of one of
China’s most important
women. Dr Chang refuted
the traditional portrayal of the Empress as a cruel
despot, instead focusing on her monumental efforts
to modernise medieval China.
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RECENT EVENTS
Annual Dinner
1 November 2013

with Michael Palin
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong was
honoured to welcome Michael Palin, CBE, the Immediate
Past President of the Royal Geographical Society, as the
Guest of Honour for the Society’s annual dinner. Mr Palin
had a celebrated career in comedy and film, including
his work with Monty Python, and is also a well-known
television traveller, having made major documentaries on the Poles, the Sahara Desert and the Himalayas.

At this dinner, Mr Palin described his most recent travel to Brazil. This huge and diverse nation has the largest
economy in the Southern Hemisphere, and is home to numerous high-technology businesses yet also to the remote
indigenous peoples of the Amazon rainforest. From the northern
mountains to the southern Iguaçu Falls, Mr Palin journeyed across
the massive nation to explore all aspects of its culture. By riverboat, float-plane and on foot, he encountered natural and urban
wonders alike. In his mission to understand the Brazilian people,
he practiced Capoeira martial arts with the local academy,
experienced impassioned street protests about gay marriage,
ranched cattle with cowboys, walked around the notorious
favelas (slums) and witnessed the Wauja tribe’s Kagapa dance.
Mr Palin delivered an impressive representation of Brazil’s diverse
people, from native tribesmen to modern German, Italian and
Portuguese immigrants, and everyone in between. His depiction of
the striking landscapes and vibrant cultures of Brazil brought both
his journey, and the country itself, to life.
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RECENT EVENTS
5 November 2013

8 November 2013

Michael Freeman
The Tea Horse Road

Christopher Sloan
The Feathered Dinosaurs of China
Christopher Sloan
discussed the
ground-breaking
discovery of fossils
in China providing
strong evidence that
dinosaurs were actually feathered, and that their

Perhaps the world’s most published photographer,
Michael Freeman spent two full years travelling the
Tea Horse Road, from Yunnan Province to the Silk
Road. He described the cultures that he explored
along the way, and the historical significance of this
thousand-year-old trade route, which principally
exchanged Tibetan horses for Chinese tea.

descendants are modern-day birds.

11 November 2013

Tom Carter
China: Portrait of a People
Writer and photographer Tom Carter recounted
his two-year journey across China to capture
the remarkable

6 November 2013

diversity of the

Richard Field
The Okavango Delta – a Miracle in the
Desert

nation’s 56 cultures
in 33 provinces.
He provided an indepth and neutral

Safari guide

perspective.

Richard Field
spoke about
the miracle of

13 November 2013

t h e O k ava n g o

Michael Yamashita
Shangri-La: the Elusive Paradise

Delta, a thriving
ecosystem in
southern Africa.
Wi t h p e r s o n a l
anecdotes, Mr Field described the teeming animal
life in these wetlands, all within the Kalahari
Desert. During the long and rainless dry season,
the Okavango Delta has substantial amounts of
surface water, which is so pure that it is 15-20
times better than water classified internationally
as drinking water. Mr Field commended the

Famed photographer Michael Yamashita delivered

Botswanan government’s success in balancing a

an engrossing account of his exploration of Tibet,

flourishing tourism industry with preserving the

capturing stunning images to supplement his story.

ecosystems of Okavango Delta.

His mesmerising shots of landscapes made it easy
to imagine how tales of a legendary Shangri-la
began.
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RECENT EVENTS
21 November 2013

7 December 2013

Dr Marcus Eriksen
Plastic Pollution
in the Global
Ocean

Dr Jason Ali
Boat Field trip to Tolo Channel and Double
Haven North East New Territories

Dr Marcus Eriksen described his environmental
ocean adventures, including rafting 2,600 miles
across the Pacific Ocean from California to Hawaii,
floating on 15,000 plastic bottles and a Cessina
airplane fuselage as a cabin, and a 2,000-mile
5-month journey down the Mississippi River on
a raft of plastic bottles. His insights into global
pollution carried the weight of personal experience
and he advocated more ocean research.
Dr Jason Ali ran his popular boat field trip to

28 November 2013

the North East New Territories. The tour visited

Betty Yao
Through the Lens of John Thomson: Hong
Kong and Coastal China

beautiful is lands and expl or ed geol ogi cal

Asia House, London
Director Betty Yao
gave a lecture and

structures.

9, 10 December 2013

Kenji Williams
Bella Gaia

guided tour following
the travels of Hong
Kong photographer
John Thomson as he
made his bold 1868
tour of China, Singapore and Siam, later becoming
the first photographer to document Angkor Wat.
His photographs offered a view into early European
perceptions of Asia.

5 December 2013

Paul Niel
From Mt. Everest
to the “Seven
Summits” with the RGS Christmas Party

Over two performances, award-winning director
and famous violinist Kenji Williams presented
Bella Gaia, or Beautiful Earth. In this spectacular
combination of NASA satellite images and live
musical accompaniment, the natural and human
impacts on the planet’s ecosystems were revealed

The RGS welcomed Paul Niel to speak at the

and explained. Scientific data and cultural heritage

annual RGS-HK Christmas Party, where he detailed

united to paint a powerful and holistic image of

his challenges and adventures climbing the “Seven

Earth.

Summits”, the tallest peaks on each continent.
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RECENT EVENTS
14 January 2014

19 February 2014

Professor Elizabeth Sinn
Pacific Crossing: Chinese Voyages to find
Gold
Professor Elizabeth Sinn

Professor David
Drewry
The World’s
Remotest Lake

explained the large-

Professor David Drewry, an expert in environmental

scale Chinese emigration

science, lectured on Lake Vostok. The size of Lake

across the Pacific in the

Ontario, it lies beneath 2½ miles of Antarctic ice. It

19th Century in pursuit

is also believed to contain undiscovered organisms,

of gold. The Chinese

sealed in for 25 million years. Lake Vostok’s discovery

emigrants brought a

offers a new dimension to Antarctic research.

new world view back to
China. As these journeys
continued, Hong Kong, a
regional entrepôt, grew into a prosperous port city.

20 February 2014

Alastair Humphreys
The Call of the Wild

21 January 2014

Ronny Mintjens
More than a Game – A Journey into African
Culture with The African Drum Group
Football coach Ronny Mintjens delivered a
compelling tale of his extensive tour coaching football
at a variety of clubs in Africa. He described how
football reflects
each local culture,
ye t c o n n e c t s t o
global culture. His
lecture brought
together witchcraft,
Diego Maradona, Gangnam Style, Pep Guardiola, the
King of Swaziland and the Hunger Games.

22 January 2014

Andy Rouse
Wild About Animals
Naturalist Andy Rouse
performed a lecture accompanied by music depicting
a diverse series of animals from Polar Bears to the
Indri Lemur. His personal relationship with many of
the animals had allowed him to get both intimate
pictures and breath-taking action shots.

20

Great adventurer Alastair Humphreys told the
story of his incredible expedition cycling around
the world on a five-year journey of 46,000 miles
through 60 countries on five continents. Mr
Humphreys encouraged the audience to engage in
their own “microadventures”, or smaller-scale but
substantial challenges, to break into the sometimes
elitist world of adventure.

14 February 2014

Dr Robin Hanbury-Tenison, OBE, LS
Echoes of a Vanished World
Dr Robin Hanbury-Tenison,
among the greatest explorers of
the era, displayed his personal
a rch ive o f p h o t o g ra p h s o f
marvels that no longer exist,
including the colossal sandstone
Thandawgya Buddha.
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RECENT EVENTS
25 February 2014

20 March 2014

Dr Robin Hanbury-Tenison, OBE, FLS
The Modern Explorers

Carl Robinson
Mongolian
Evening:
Musical &
Dance Performance and Lecture

Dr Robin HanburyTe n i s o n d i s c u s s e d
explorers in the modern
age. He told thrilling
tales of the greatest
adventurers of the day,
many of whom were previous lecturers at RGS. His
stories highlighted the boldest of these adventurers,
driven by aspiration and passion, proving that the
spirit of exploration is thriving.

The Mongolian “Khusugtun National Musical Troupe”
performed traditional instrumental and vocal music
with Mongolian dancing at the beginning of the
evening. Next, Carl Robinson lectured on Mongolia’s
trade on the Silk Road, which began long before
Genghis Khan and continued long afterwards.

10 March 2014

24 March 2014

Jonathan Fenby, CBE
Why China will not
Dominate the 21st
Century

Dr Paul Robbins
Saving the
Wildlife of the
Western Ghat
Mountains

Well-known historian Jonathan Fenby argued that
China will not dominate the world in the upcoming

Dr Paul Robins illustrated the beauty of the

century. He asserted that China’s plethora of

Western Ghat Mountains in southern India. These

problems, including its demographics, are likely

mountains hold 30% of all Indian plant and animal

to prevent the nation from ascending to global

species, but are facing encroaching plantations. Dr

hegemony, especially in such a now hegemon-

Robins, concerned with devastation to this unique

averse international system.

ecosystem, explored potential solutions including
coexistence of farmers and wildlife.

17 March 2014

David Murray, Alice
Gully and Yiampoi
Njapit
Film Screening of
Game of Lions

31 March 2014

Dr Jim Thomas
Rescuing the
Tree Kangaroos
of New Guinea

The RGS-HK presented the

Dr Jim Thomas relayed his 10-year project in rural

Asian premier of filmmakers Dereck & Beverly

Papua New Guinea to save the near-extinct Tree

Joubert’s new documentary, Game of Lions,

Kangaroo. He focused on providing sustainable

narrated by Jeremy Irons. The film delved into the

alternatives to hunting for the locals, such as

fight for survival and dominance in lion prides,

alternative forms of protein. He aimed to achieve a

resulting in one to two males for every eight

bottom-up series of protective measures agreed to

females. Alongside the film, Masai warrior Yiampoi

by indigenous inhabitants.

Njapit gave a short talk on the “real Africa” from
the Masai perspective.
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W O R L D N E W S
BURMA: CONSERVATIONISM

LIFE BENEATH THE ICE

As Burma opens up to increasing tourism and
trade, renewed
focus must be
brought to the
r i s k s o f ove rexploitation
of plant and
animal species.

The Whillans Ice Stream Subglacial Access Research
Drilling (WISSARD) project has discovered that Lake
Whillans, beneath 800 metres of ice in Western
Antarctica, hosts nearly 4,000 distinct species of
microbes. Hidden from sunlight for millions of years,
this subglacial lake is the first of its kind found to
support life, and scientists are hoping that it is not the
only such lake. This find opens up possibilities for
discovering life in Antarctica’s other 400 subglacial
Whilst the country’s relative isolation has had

lakes.

negative consequences on the economic and

Without sunlight and in below-freezing temperatures,

political landscape of the country, it has in fact

organisms rely on minerals in the water for nutrients.

served to protect Burma’ vast bio-diversity by

While the narrow scope of the drill used to reach

preserving ecosystems and species threatened

Lake Whillans

globally. However, the lack of resources, funding

only allows

and regulations are all too pressing concerns. It

for a small

is to be hoped that the leaders of the Burmese

sample, in

government and local people become more

which the

intensely involved in their country’s conservation,

microbes were

combined with

discovered,

visitors who can

WISSARD researchers plan to broaden their search

greatly assist

for more complicated life forms. Their discovery not

by conducting

only expands knowledge about Earth’s life beneath

only responsible

the ice, but also holds potentially vital clues for

tourism.

determining if or how life exists beneath Mars’s
massive ice cap, or under the icy exterior of Jupiter’s
moon Europa.
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H O N G KO N G N EW S
BROTHERS ISLANDS MARINE PARK
(BIMP)
The draft map
for a proposed
marine park at
the Brothers
Islands

is

now due to
be gazetted
by the end
of 2015. Linked to one of the conditions in the
environmental permit for the Hong-Kong-ZhuhaiMacao Bridge project, the BIMP falls under the
purview of the Highways Department. Other
marine parks also being planned by the HKSAR
government are the Southwest Lantau Marine
Park (660 hectares) and the Soko Islands Marine
Park (1,270 hectares) which aim to protect the
habitat of the Chinese white dolphin and finless
porpoise as well as forbidding trawling among
other activities disruptive to the wildlife. As with
any project, there has been recent concern as
to the level of effective cooperation among the
various government departments involved, which
are in this instance the Agriculture, Fisheries and
Conservation Department, the Marine Department
and the Highways Department.

TRAIL RUNNING IN COUNTRY PARKS

being scrutinised. The AFCD, citing public safety
and disturbance to wildlife, has indicated concern
over the increase in the number of participants,
duration of events and the number of country
parks involved in such events. Critics of the
“tightening up” of requirements have pointed to
the many benefits of outdoor exercise and the
reputation of Hong Kong as an international trail
destination, stating that these events should in fact
be encouraged.

WATER CONSUMPTION
The average water consumption per person per day
in Hong Kong currently stands at 130 litres against
the global average of 110 litres. This is especially high
given Hong Kong’s lack of agriculture. This is partly
due to Hong Kong’s remarkably low water prices;
Hong Kong’s price for 100m3 per year is just under
15% of New York’s price. With the majority of the
water supplies coming from Guangdong province,
the rivers responsible for this are increasingly coming
under strain from demand of neighbouring areas in
the eastern Pearl River Delta region, including local
industry. NGOs and think tanks are urging more
immediate focus on this issue.

The Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation
Department (AFCD) has stirred up controversy
amongst Hong Kong's trail runners and adventure
enthusiasts by throwing into doubt the granting
of permits for outdoor events. Specifically, races
that involve the exploration of wilderness zones
of country parks such as rivers and gullies are
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RECENT

AWARDS

The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong gives
a number of scholarships during the course of each
year. We are delighted to announce the awards
made in 2013-14:
Major Post-graduate Award for Doctorial research:
Miss Yuge Ma
(University of Oxford)
“Energy Efficiency Regulation of China: Looking
for a balance between the contrasting goals of
economic growth and low carbon transition”
Undergraduate or Master’s degree research
awards for Hong Kong universities:
Mr Ng Cho Kong:
“The Impact of the West Island Line on Residential
Property Values in Hong Kong”
Mr Wong Chun Kit:
“Random appropriation of ‘place-making’: the
Production of Space in Kwun Tong”
Miss Karen Fung Ka Yee:
“Greenhouse gas emissions from a constructed
wetland in Yuen Long and their spatial relationships
with vascular plant species”
Miss Crystal Mak Ting Yan:
“The public’s perception towards the ecosystem
services of Hong Kong Country Parks”
Mr Karl Friedrih Schiebe:
“The Regulatory Corporate Governance Mode in
China: Adapt or Adopt”
Miss Kim Nam Hee:
“International Politics and China’s Outbound
Investments in Natural Resources”

journals may be obtained either from the office
or online at www.rgs.org/OurWork/Publications/
Publications.htm.
The Society’s most popular publication is the
colourful monthly magazine, Geographical, which
features topical issues and exciting accounts from
far-flung locations. This lively magazine presents
geography in its broadest sense, with exciting and
beautifully illustrated articles on people, places,
adventure, travel, history, technology, science and
environmental issues. Members are encouraged to
subscribe to Geographical and further information
or subscriptions may be arranged by contacting the
office or visiting www.geographical.co.uk.
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PUBLICATIONS
The Royal Geographical Society produces a wide
variety of publications, covering many aspects
of its activities, from research and education to
expeditions and the collections. These include
three learned journals, The Geographical Journal,
which has been published since 1831 and is the
Society’s journal of record, Transactions of the
Institute of British Geographers, which leads
the citation index for all social science journals
worldwide, and Area. Further details of these
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